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Drawing Title: Pedestrian Signal Mounting on Steel and Wood Poles

Background Information, Including Reference Material:
The City of Portland changed its standard pedestrian signal head mount style from a metal pipe mounting bracket to a clamshell mount in the 1980’s. The standard drawing follows the guidance contained in the 2009 Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

This standard drawing evolved from the Bureau of Traffic Engineering Standard Detail Drawings (“D” series drawings) developed in the 1960’s and refined periodically into the mid-2000’s. In particular this drawing connects back to detail drawings D-302 and D-303.

Assumption Made:
The engineer positions the pedestrian signal heads with proper visibility to the waiting pedestrian on the opposite corner. The standard drawing excludes elements commonly provided by the manufacturer with the expectation that those components meet the appropriate structural and electrical codes.

Design Narrative:
The standard drawing includes mounting options for attaching pedestrian signal heads onto wood and steel poles. The pedestrian signal attaches with a two piece hinged clamshell mounting bracket and includes a terminal block for wiring termination.